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We promote a shared vision and guide for how and when to federate genomic and health-related data
sharing, enabling connections and insights across independent, secure databases. The GA4GH encourages
a federated approach wherein data providers have the mandate and resources to share, but where data
cannot move for legal or technical reasons. We recommend a federated approach to connect national geno-
mics initiatives into a global network and precision medicine resource.
Introduction
National-scale genomic sequencing initia-

tives are emerging worldwide to promote

personalized healthcare and innovation.

These national initiatives will generate

genomic datasets for tens of millions of in-

dividual people as part of routine health-

care.1 Connecting this wealth of data inter-

nationally offers great potential to advance

our understanding of and our ability to

address disease. Genomic and health-

related data are sensitive, however, impli-

cating theprivacyof sequenced individuals

and their families and typically attracting

legal restrictions on disclosure and poten-

tially also international transfer. The Global

Alliance for Genomics andHealth (GA4GH)

is a standards-setting body established to

promote the international sharing of

genomic and health-related data.1 It sup-

ports diverse models for sharing genomic
This is an o
and health-related data with authorized

users while also protecting competing in-

terests. These models span central data-

bases tonetworksofdistributeddatabases

connected by common infrastructure.2

Data can be hosted in the cloud—along

with methods, workflows, and computing

resources—to facilitate secure, interna-

tional access and large-scale analysis.3

A federated approach to data sharing is

an alternative in which independent data

providers maintain their own secure data-

base. A data provider is any organization

hosting a database of genomic and asso-

ciated health data willing to share the data

with data users—individuals and organi-

zations who seek to analyze data. By

adopting data and technical standards,

they enable users to analyze data across

multiple databases and combine the re-

sults. Each data provider maintains full
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control over its data and access manage-

ment in a secure computing environment.

Data providers may choose to voluntarily

align on common access policies and

infrastructure to streamline user experi-

ence (Figure 1).4,5 Federated approaches

are highly attractive in principle, offering

data providers more control without sacri-

ficing opportunities for collaboration and

openness. The concept is also flexible

and can be adapted to different contexts.

This flexibility can, however, lead to

disagreement over what federated data

sharing means in practice, stymying im-

plementation.

In this commentary, we promote a

shared vision for howandwhen to federate

genomic and health-related databases.

Wereviewcentral considerations fordevel-

oping these federated systems, including

key design choices and trade-offs, and
ovember 10, 2021 ª 2021 The Author(s). 1
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Figure 1. Data sharing approaches: Central database, secure cloud, and federated
Central database: Data from multiple sources are pooled in a central database. Researchers download copies of data and analyze them in their own computing
environment.
Secure cloud: Data from multiple sources are pooled in a central cloud environment. Researchers remotely visit data and run their analyses in the cloud and
download the result.
Federation: Data remain within locally controlled databases and computing environments, which may be cloud environments. Researchers remotely visit data,
run their analyses at each site, and receive a local result, which can then be aggregated.
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how to incorporate GA4GH standards and

frameworks. Federated approaches are

justified over alternatives only where data

cannot be pooled or transmitted for legal

or technical reasons. Success is

only likelywheredataprovidershavesignif-

icant resources and a clear mandate to

share. Federated approaches can involve

different levels of organizational indepen-

dence and security, with consequences

for legal compliance, incentives, andcosts.

Data and technical standards—key en-

ablers for data sharing generally—are

especially vital for federated approaches,

ensuring that data are FAIR (findable,

accessible, interoperable, and re-useable)

so as to enable analysis at scale.6 Stan-

dard-setting bodies like the GA4GH are

needed to bring together networks of inde-

pendentdataproviders todriveadoptionof

these standards.

We recommend a federated system

to connect national genomics initiatives

into a global precision medicine resource.

Connecting these resources would pro-

vide an opportunity for research on an un-

precedented scale. A federated approach

is necessary in this context. These initia-

tives face important security, sovereignty,

and trust concerns that militate against

pooling data in centralized environments.

National initiatives are increasingly inte-

grated with healthcare systems, which
2 Cell Genomics 1, 100032, November 10, 20
tend to impose stricter rules around confi-

dentiality and secondary use for research

(though this depends very much on

context). The sheer size of population-

scale genomic databases makes them

technically difficult to manage and trans-

fer. Nations also expect their investments

in large-scale genomic medicine initiatives

to serve (competitive) national scientific,

health, and wealth goals, with international

research agendas being secondary. In

light of all these concerns, trust across

diverse countries and actors can be hard

to establish. A federated approach is also

feasible for national initiatives, who have

the mandate to share and resources to

make data and technical infrastructure—

following GA4GH standards—available to

the research community. This international

use case, if successful, can provide a blue-

print for expanding federated approaches

to rich, real-time genomic data across na-

tional networks of hospitals and labora-

tories.

Key design choices and trade-offs
Federated approaches to data sharing

allow data providers to preserve control,

security, and accountability while (under

the right conditions) still enabling data

users to run analyses at scale. The level

of data provider independence and the

level of security varies across federated
21
approaches, with important implications

for legal compliance, incentives, and

costs. The following design consider-

ations and trade-offs, drawn in part from

experience in artificial intelligence and

digital health contexts,7,8 provide a guide

for the genomics and health community.

Control over data

Federated data sharing approaches

emphasize the independence of the

participating data providers. The Oxford

English Dictionary (third edition, 2015) de-

fines federation as a ‘‘body . . . formed

from a number of separate organizations .

. . each retaining control of its own internal

affairs.’’ A federated approach to data

sharing typicallymeans that dataproviders

retaincontrol over their owndata, hosted in

their own secure computing environment.

Data providers also retain control over ac-

cess management, i.e., who can access

the data, for what purposes, and under

what conditions. Greater control is meant

to give data providers the confidence to

make richerdatasetsavailable toabroader

range of users, assuming they have the

mandate and resources to do so.5 The de-

gree of individual organizational indepen-

dence and control varies across federated

approaches. At the most independent and

loosely definedend, federationmay simply

be a group of independent data providers

who voluntarily adopt a basic set of data
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and technical standards. In this approach,

there is no global data access committee,

and data providers can independently

establish their own data access policies.

This approach is lightweight for data pro-

viders, but it requires data users to make

separate access applications for each

database and to navigate different access

criteria. Although users face more paper-

work, they are still able to access and

analyze multiple databases separately

and then integrate the results.

In more coordinated models of federa-

tion, data providers actively collaborate

to align data standards and streamline

user access. They may even agree to

common access rules or to coordinate

their access processes through a central

data access portal or committee. Sharing

sovereignty constrains independence

over access management, though data

providers still maintain direct control

over data. This gives them greater flexi-

bility to withdraw (certain kinds of) access

at a later time, if conditions become less

favorable. Users benefit from being able

to access multiple resources with a single

application and to trust their analyses will

run reliably in different environments on

interoperable datasets.

Data utility

On the one hand, federated approaches

can enhance data utility. They provide a

means to combine datasets into a virtual

cohort, enabling analyses on datasets

of larger scale and statistical power.

Because data providers keep tight control

over their datasets, they may be more

willing and able to share richer, more

routinely updated data. De-identification

does not need to be as rigorous, as data

are not disclosed, preserving utility. On

the other hand, the utility of the datasets

depends on the adoption of data and tech-

nical standards by data providers who

require significant resources and exper-

tise. Some data quality issues like record

de-duplication can only be addressed

collaboratively across data providers.

This may be done securely through pri-

vacy-preserving record linkage. Users

with limited access to data are unable to

assess data quality or compare data

across sources, exacerbating general

data science challenges. They are more

reliant on data providers to assist with

data curation, analysis, and interpretation.

Pooling and direct exchange of data has
long been a catalyst for the standardiza-

tion of data elements, models, and quality.

With no central repository to foster com-

parison, a federation of independent data

providers may need compensating mea-

sures to actively drive standardization,

such as standard-setting bodies, certifica-

tions, or trusted third-party curation ser-

vices. These challenges can be facilitated

by APIs (application programming inter-

faces) and containers. APIs are interfaces

that allow users to query databases even

with different underlying data formats.

Containers are tools that bundle together

software pipelines and their dependencies

so they can run reliably in different

computing environments.

Security

In federated data sharing models, each

data provider grants authorized users

remote access to data in its own

computing environment. Access may

be direct or indirect.9 Users granted

direct access may analyze each data-

base separately, taking only summary

statistics with them when they leave.

This limits copying and transmission of

data, reducing security risks and allow-

ing continuous monitoring of user activ-

ity. The workflow is similar to contexts in

which data are pooled centrally, in

which users still need to segregate data-

sets for analytical reasons (e.g.,

applying different covariates and mak-

ing independent estimates of

significance). For even greater security,

users can be limited to indirect access

to data. Data remain hidden at all times

behind secure firewalls. Users submit

algorithms or queries, which are vetted

and executed by the data provider,

who returns summary or performance

statistics.4 Federated analysis means

running the same analysis across multi-

ple hidden databases. This has been

demonstrated in artificial intelligence

contexts, where models are trained

across hospitals10 or personal smart

phones. Only in an idealized vision is

federated analysis perfectly seamless

for users; data providers may very

well insist on their independence

to control access to their own data

and computing environments. Ulti-

mately, greater data security has trade-

offs. It constrains users’ ability to

interact with data. Data and technical

standards become all-important to
Cell G
ensure interoperability. Most impor-

tantly, the significant costs of both stan-

dardization and security fall to the data

providers.

Federated data sharing models also

introduce new security risks. Data pro-

viders face IT security risks when external

users, or their software, are introduced

into local computing environments. These

risks can be alleviated through careful

monitoring of user activity and airlocks

to control introduction of external soft-

ware (at additional cost). Federated ap-

proaches can also create security risks

for users, who expose their research

questions or code to a network of data

providers. Where risks to users’ queries

and code are serious, they can be

reduced through encryption and secure

computing approaches in which data pro-

viders execute hidden code.7

Legal compliance and ethics

Federated approaches can alleviate legal

and ethical concerns raised by data

sharing, though they are not a panacea.

The European Union General Data Protec-

tion Regulation 2016/679 (GDPR) has set a

global standard for robust protection of

personal data, which includes mandating

limitations on international transfers of per-

sonal data outside the EU/EEA. It has also

triggered a strong shift toward federated

approaches for large scientific data infra-

structure, in projects like the European

Genome-Phenome Archive, European

Open Science Cloud, the European 1+

Million Genomes Initiative, and the Euro-

pean Health Data Space. Secure local

data hosting can improve accountability,

trust, and individuals’ ability to exercise

rights like withdrawal of consent to further

use or sharing of their data. Robust safe-

guards provide strong assurances of

data protection, even when data are ac-

cessed by international researchers. Inter-

national access within a European data

center is still an international transfer, how-

ever. Clear legal pathways and privacy-

enhancing technologies must be further

developed before access can be extended

outside Europe.11 Even where data do not

move, appropriate informed consent and

ongoing transparency are still generally

required for data sharing. Data subjects

need to know who is accessing data and

for what purposes. Research ethics over-

sight may also be a greater challenge for

federated approaches than alternatives,
enomics 1, 100032, November 10, 2021 3
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as data are analyzed acrossmanydifferent

institutions and countries. To address this

challenge, the GA4GH Ethics Review

Equivalency Policy promotes international

standards for ethics review, alongside

cross-border coordination and recognition

mechanisms.1

Incentives

A lack of incentives to provide data is a

well-known barrier to data sharing. While

federated approaches do not resolve

this barrier, they do give data providers

increased control and security, which

may increase their willingness to share.

Ongoing control may also mean data pro-

viders have more leverage to negotiate

active collaboration, appropriate scienti-

fic recognition, or a share in commercial

outputs. More conditions and transaction

costs, however, discourage re-use of

data, especially as they stack up across

data providers. Indirect benefits to

data providers include opportunities to

develop local capacity and expertise in

data infrastructure, management, and

analysis. Ultimately, however, incentives

must continue to be addressed through

broader policy initiatives, investment in

infrastructure, and cultural change.

Sustainability

The most important consideration for

data providers considering a federated

approach is cost. Data providers incur sig-

nificant security, data management, and

computing costs, including those related

to adopting and maintaining standards.

These costs are likely to be duplicated

across data providers and thus higher

overall in comparison to central data-

bases. Federated approaches do spread

these costs more evenly across data pro-

viders. One way to mitigate expense is

through optimal network design. An inter-

national federation of genomic databases

is enabled by pooling data on a national

level. National pooling may raise fewer

legal and trust issues, while also providing

efficiencies.

Enabling standards

A key challenge for federated approaches

is driving the adoption and maintenance

of data and technical standards across

numerous, independent organizations.

Relying on voluntary adoption of commu-

nity guidelines is likely to be too weak. Es-

tablishing formal partnership agreements

could be too strong. The GA4GH, as an

open standards-setting body, provides a
4 Cell Genomics 1, 100032, November 10, 20
middle way. It offers a flexible and partic-

ipatory model to drive the international

adoption of consensus standards, collab-

orating with a network of Driver Projects

and member organizations across the

global genomics community.

The GA4GH develops and endorses

data and technical standards that can be

used to enable data sharing generally

and federated approaches specifically

(see Rehm et al. in this issue for details

on these standards1). Data and metadata

standards are key enablers for any discov-

ery and re-use of data. Standard file for-

mats provide standard structures for

genomic data. The Phenotype Ontology

provides a semantic ontology for express-

ing phenotypic data. Federated ap-

proaches additionally require technical

standards to ensure the interoperability of

distributed databases and computing en-

vironments. The GA4GH Beacon and

Data Connect APIs allow researchers to

find individuals with relevant genotypes

or phenotypes in a database. Search inter-

faces can accept structured queries as

input and release structured search results

as output. Federated search is where

users submit a single query that is run on

and answered by multiple, independent

databases, even where underlying struc-

tures differ. Each organization can deter-

mine the specificity of the search results

(e.g., a simple yes/no, summary statistics,

minimal health information associated

with the variants) and its own access con-

trols and security safeguards. Federated

search has already been successfully

demonstrated with GA4GH APIs.12

Authentication and authorization stan-

dards are needed to coordinate user ac-

cess to multiple databases. OAuth 2.0

and OpenID Connect are useful tools to

assist data providers in confirming the

user seeking access is the person who

has received approval to do so. Even

where data providers retain independent

control over access decisions, they may

agree to coordinate user authentication

protocols. CanDIG, a GA4GH Driver Proj-

ect, uses an authentication scheme

based on OpenID Connect, where each

data provider authenticates the identity

of its own employees, and that authenti-

cation is in turn accepted by the other

participating nodes.13 Each data provider

continues to make its own authorization

decisions based on local policy. Even
21
so, federated approaches are facilitated

where data providers express their local

data access and use credentials in a stan-

dard way. GA4GH Passports build on

authentication standards to allow data

providers to confirm a user has standard

credentials.14 The Data Use Ontology

(DUO) allows data providers to ensure ac-

cess requestsmatch to standard data use

conditions.15 Federated analysis in partic-

ular requires interoperability between

computing environments, because work-

flows are executed on behalf of data users

on hidden databases. Federated analysis

can be assisted by the GA4GH Cloud

APIs, interfaces that allow users to look

up data and tools and to execute portable

workflows, driving larger-scale and more

powerful analyses. The GA4GH Feder-

ated Analysis Systems Project (FASP)

brings all these pieces together into end-

to-end test scenarios, aiming to simulate

how a researcher would search, access,

and analyze genomic data across a

network of real-world projects.1
Conclusion
Federated approaches to data sharing are

flexible, involving design choices about

data provider independence and secure

access mechanisms. These choices influ-

ence data accessibility, data utility, legal

compliance, and cost. The GA4GH en-

courages federated approaches where

data providers have thewill and resources

to share but where data cannot flow

because of legal, technical, or institutional

policy reasons. Federated approaches

come with costs and limitations, but they

also provide opportunities to improve

privacy protection, accessibility, and

interoperability. Advancing federated ap-

proaches in genomics will also align the

field with data sharing practices in digital

health and artificial intelligence.

Creative mechanisms are needed to

drive adoption of data and technical stan-

dards across networks of independent

data providers. As a standards-setting

body, the GA4GH is uniquely positioned

to assist the genomics community to

meet these challenges and bring the

vision of a federated approach to geno-

mics and human biomedical data sharing

into reality, so as to realize the right of

everyone to benefit from the progress of

science.
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.xgen.2021.100032.
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Genomics England, Airlock Policy, Version 2.0,
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GA4GH Federated Analysis Systems Project

(FASP), https://www.ga4gh.org/genomic-data-

toolkit/2020-connection-demos/

GA4GH Ethics Review Recognition Policy,

https://www.ga4gh.org/wp-content/uploads/

GA4GH-Ethics-Review-Recognition-Policy.pdf

Google AI Blog, Federated Learning: Collabo-

rative Machine Learning without Centralized

Training Data, https://ai.googleblog.com/2017/

04/federated-learning-collaborative.html

IRDIRC, Technology Primer: Overview of

Technological Solutions to Support Privacy-

Preserving Record Linkage, https://www.

irdirc.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/PPRL-

Technical-Primer-V4-2.pdf

OAuth 2.0 Authorization Framework, https://
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errata set 1, https://openid.net/specs/openid-

connect-core-1_0.html
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Referee reports, first round of review 
 

Reviewer #1: The paper lays out the case for federation of data while acknowledging the value of existing 
data sharing relationships. It sets up a framework for thinking about the variety of data and compute 

scenarios across the range of loose to deep federation -- a useful paradigm. It offers GA4GH as a standard 
setting body without actually proposing any standards. 
 

The authors briefly address the issue of one-way sharing or lack of trust between partners, offering primarily 
the autonomy of the data owner as a solution. In a world full of data breaches, system administrators are 
loathe to allow access by outsiders, particularly if outside code will be run (as was addressed on p19: 

""There are also security issues about allowing external software into local computing environments."). The 
paper raises the issue in several places without much in the way of concrete solutions. 
 
The cost of federation falls on the data host, but the benefits typically accrue to others. The paper makes 

the point but does not really offer a solution. What incentives can be built into federation that would 
motivate data-holders to allow access? 
 

The paper is a useful summary of ideas that have bandied about for along time. The argument that 
federation is a viable solution to problem of data silos would be strengthened by concrete examples of 
protocols that are working. dbGaP is given as an example, but it is notorious for the difficulty faced by those 

attempting access. 
 
-------------- 

 
comments on specific points 



 

 

 
p8. scalability of "cloud commons" is in doubt. genomic data is huge. who pays for storage and download? 

 
p9. "Deeper levels of federation are possible between trusted groups, who can agree on 
common data access governance, greater technical interoperability, and benefit-sharing." mentions trust, 

but does not address how to obtain it. 
 
The paper suggests standardization of metadata, formats and sharing protocols. 

 
This is important. but who imposes backward conversion? and pays for it? e.g., the simple case of 
conversions between the two latest genome assemblies is already a barrier to many groups. The paper does 

address API-driven access as a possible solution for federating databases using disparate protocols or 
formats. 
 
 

"define stds" -- but does that means abandoning legacy data? 
 
 

p17. "There are, however, very few laws that categorically prohibit the transmission of personal data outside 
institutions or across borders. It is rather that certain conditions have to be fulfilled." 
 

China? "but a permit can be obtained to do so" are they in practice, granted? 
 
" Under British Columbia's Public Sector Privacy Act, public bodies in the Canadian province face restrictions 

on the transfer of personal information outside the country, but can do so with the individual's consent." 
 
Individual consent is impossible to obtain in many cases -- either by original protocol design or the practical 

barriers for re-contact with patients. 
 
p18 "The GA4GH is focusing on developing standards to make federation a possibility." 

 
It would be good if there were such standards being proposed in this paper. 
 

p19. "While the initial aim of federation is to enable the sharing of data that cannot otherwise be shared, 
there is a function-creep risk that the availability of federation erodes the willingness of data holders to 
share through more open approaches." 

 
Interesting idea. 
 

 
--------------- 
nits: 
 

Paper uses "data" as both singular and plural -- at least once in the same sentence 
 
p7 v.s. > vs. 

 
p17 " Data transfers are rarely legally or technically impossible; rather, they are subject to high compliance 
or technical burdens mean that data transfer cannot be conducted in a timely and affordable manner." 

 
This sentence is difficult to understand. 
 

Does it mean: 
 
" Data transfers are rarely legally or technically impossible; rather, they are subject to high compliance costs 

or technical burdens mean that data transfer cannot be conducted in a timely and affordable manner." 
 
? 

 
 
p19. "Federation retains some incentivizes" > incentives. 

 



 

 

 
 

 
 
Reviewer #2: 

The paper seems to me to consist of two parts, which are quite independent. 
 
1. I would like to suggest that GA4GH come up with standard definitions of federation, develop use cases 

matching the definitions, and map the definitions and use cases to their current and emerging standards. I 
think GA4GH is well positioned to do this and it would be very valuable to the community, and most 
welcome. As pointed out in Table 1, the current and emerging GA4GH standards play a very important role 

in this process. Except for Table 1, I don't see this manuscript as contributing materially to this process. 
 
The GA4GH Federated Analysis Systems Project (FASP) is a step in this direction, as is the NIH Cloud 
Platform Interoperability (NCPI) Working Group, their definitions, and their use cases. 

 
2. I think the GA4GH recommendations regarding federation (Section II: To Federate or not to Federate) 
would make a good perspective piece, and would only require a few paragraphs of background about 

federation. I think that would be an important contribution that GA4GH could make. 
 
In my opinion, 1) requires substantial work and effort by GA4GH before a ms can be prepared, but would be 

extremely valuable. On the other hand 2) is ready now and is timely. 
 
 

Here are more detailed comments about the ms. 
 
 

Page 4: The authors write: "The primary aim of this paper is to define a concrete vision for federation in the 
context of international genomic data sharing, highlighting both flexibility in the depth of implementation, 
and the central role technical standard-setting plays in its realization." 

 
Page 5: The authors write: "A second aim of this paper is to clarify the GA4GH position on when and how 
federation should be pursued." 

 
"Our key argument is that federation is a valuable complement to our existing data sharing methods, not a 
universal substitute (see Figure 1)." 

 
This are good aims, but I don't feel the paper has delivered on them. 
 

 
 
Page 6. The distinction of the authors between data commons and cloud commons is not standard. Data 
commons can be configured to allow or disable downloads; many data commons support and even require 

that analysis take place within the cloud-based infrastructure; and, there are very different degrees of 
protection of when data is analyzed in clouds. The authors are free to choose any names for different 
categories of data platforms, including "genomic cloud platforms", but they should carefully define them and 

distinguish them. Also, they need to clarify, that just because data is analyzed within a cloud-based data 
platform, they are widely different approaches to security, compliance and egress controls. 
 

 
Page 6. I find Figure 1 confusing and misleading. Many data commons harmonize data (that is analyze data 
centrally) and then permit further analysis either in a cloud platform or after downloading. Many data 

commons also support large scale research. Calling the idea of federation "new" ("Federation - new 
approach for national genomic initiatives") does not seem accurate to me. 
 

 
Page 6. Referring to data commons and cloud commons as the "Status Quo" also appears misleading to me, 
given the large amount of innovation and effort being devoted to these platforms. As the authors point out, 

there has always been a mixture of centralization and federation in analysis in general, and genomic 
analysis in particular. With the growing capabilities of cloud platforms and the growing sizes of genomics 
databases, this mixture is continuing to change. 

 



 

 

Page 6: The authors write: "A cloud commons provides access not only to data, but also to methods, 
workflows, and computing resources." If this is the definition the authors will be using in this paper, they 

should state this. 
 
 

Page 7. Since it is one of the aims of the paper to revisit federation and the GA4GH's role in providing 
supporting standards and recommendations for it, this material needs to be more carefully organized and 
presented, with definitions given for loose vs deep federation and vertical vs horizontal federation. 

 
Presumably, this is the definition of "Loose federation": "Researchers seeking to integrate an analysis across 
multiple databases providing only remote access can still do so by requesting access to each resource 

individually. They can instruct software machines to run an analysis on each database they are authorized to 
access, and then pool the summary statistics. This "loose" form of federation essentially enables a form of 
individual participant data (IPD) meta-analysis..." (Page 7). If so, they should state this. 
 

 
Page 7. Last paragraph. The GA4GH has done significant work on several different standards related to 
federation. None of that is reflected in this paragraph, with sentences such as: "datasets are hosted behind 

secure firewalls at physically and organizationally distinct locations across a network." 
 
 

Page 8. The authors should either define deep federation, or if they prefer place loose and deep federation 
on a spectrum in a table or figure, and place the characteristics referenced in the appropriate place. For 
example, "A unique characteristic of this deeper model of federation is that users are granted algorithmic—

not direct—access to data. (Page 8)" Here again the concept is ill-defined and language is imprecise. 
Providing users algorithmic vs direct access to data is a very old concept, described in the references, cited 
and is present in multiple models of federation and distribution. 

 
 
Page 9. The authors write: "Federation and centralization can, and often do, co-exist in the same network of 

databases. Nodes in a network may themselves be made up of centralized databases pooled from multiple 
organizations, sometimes referred to as a hybrid network.10 It is even possible to federate already existing 
centralized databases or clouds hosting organizational, national, or regional data. The question of whether to 

federate or centralize can be answered differently at different layers within a network." 
 
... 

 
"Additionally, networks can choose to federate some aspects of data processing but not others. For example, 
a network can federate search, but still permit physical pooling for analysis. Different activities may, 

however, be practically interdependent: data discovered through a federated search will have more utility if 
that search is complemented by federated analysis." 
 
 

I agree with this analysis, but this points out the need to more carefully and thoughtfully structure the 
discussion on pages 4-9 of the ms. 
 

 
The authors should make clear that all the approaches to federation are standard and not new, and the 
(important) contribution of GA4GH is to develop community consensus and put in place standards that can 

contribute to different approaches to federation as Table 1 illustrates. 
 
 

Pages 10-12. Figure 2. This figure needs work. Presumably "Data Visiting" means the user logs into each 
system separately, analyzes the data, downloads the data, and analyzes the downloaded data. Presumably, 
there is some degree of standardization / commonality horizontally across blue boxes with the same name. 

I'm not sure I would call the different sub-figures "models," since that seems to imply that there are only 
three different models of federation, vs all the differences that arise combinatorially, as different horizontal 
and vertical federation choices are made. 

 
 
 

Pages 15-17 - Section II: To Federate or not to Federate 



 

 

 
This is a nice summary of whether to federate or not to federate and would make a good perspective piece. 

 
 
 

 
 
Reviewer #3: This paper discusses the use of federation and for large scale joint data analysis. It posits that 

clinical genomic testing will become an increasingly large and important source of genomic data in the 
future, which is likely correct. Given the careful natures in which clinical data are regulated, the need to 
federated data analyses - already very important in genomic analysis - will become increasingly important to 

harness the ability to "learn something from every patient". 
 
A real strength of this paper is a discussion of when to use federation for data analysis. It is noted 
appropriately that federation should be adopted universally, but only when exchange of data is not 

otherwise possible. An important downside of federation that could be strengthened is that federation can 
make data look artificially comparable through the process of standardization. For instance, variability in 
how a data element was collected can be obscured when mapping to a common vocabulary. In addition, 

federation often proceeds via meta-analysis and sometimes the row-level data is not visible. This further 
obscured the variability in the underlying data. 
 

Another consideration for data sharing: Given that the context of this paper largely is around the massive 
growth of clinical genomic datasets, another avenue for data sharing that could be discussed in the paper is 
via the patient/participant themselves. Technologies like patient portal-based downloads using common 

standards such as FHIR allow for patient-driven research. This is being seen in some COVID networks, All of 
Us, and in the past for BRCA. EHR certification for common data will make this increasingly common, and 
the Sync4Genes effort is a step in a common exchange format. In addition, networks like Health Information 

Exchanges, which currently rely primarily on purely clinical data, could expand to share (clinical) genomic 
data for clinical uses. One could imagine HIEs could adopt research use cases as well. 
 

Another minor addition to the paper would be to note that HIPAA allows for sharing of identified data as part 
of treatment, payment, and operations already, without consent. Such sharing could result in large, shared 
datasets of genomic data at certain clinical or payment-oriented entities within the US. Notably, however, 

research use cases are not allowed without de-identification, patient consent, or an IRB-approved research 
study that could exempt the study's need for consent. 
 

Another challenge to recognize with federation, primarily, over centralized research data is the need to 
invoke a protocol for deduplication. This can be challenging in any circumstance, but it is harder in federated 
datasets. There is great work with privacy preserving data linkage processes, however, that can enable 

deduplication and linkage of otherwise-firewalled data sets. 
 
Minor feedback: 
Summary: define "GA4GH" at first use 

 
Page 7, paragraph three. "deeper levels of federation or possible between trusted groups" -- one would 
argue one benefit of federation is that you can have a lower bar of trust between entities. One just needs to 

agree on common data, Interoperability, and access standards in many cases, and federated entities can 
employ their own trust verification processes. 
 

Figure 2 - Could this figure be adapted to show the role of common data standards as well? For instance, 
you could use different colors or different shapes to represent the change from raw data to a curated data 
set that could be commonly searched an analyzed. 

 
In Table 1, there are a handful of abbreviations and references that could be defined. 
 

Another small point was the use of the word "physical" for the movement of data and where it resides. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Author response to the first round of review  

 
Response to Reviewers 

 

Editor Comments 

We invite you to revise your manuscript in response to these comments. 

In addition, we feel the manuscript would benefit from streamlining the text to focus on the main 

messages on defining federation models, the need and applications for these in genomic medicine, 

GA4GH contributions and role, and when to federate or not. An alternative direction would be to 

refocus more as a GA4GH position paper on federation. I will be glad to discuss how to best focus and 

present this work, in context of this manuscript, and as part of the special issue. 

We are particularly interested to see additional work and discussion included in response to Referee 

#2's comment #1 on defining federation. 

We also recommend presenting the manuscript in either our Perspective or Commentary format, and I 

would be glad to discuss your preferences.  

I will be delighted to discuss these and additional editing suggestions and your plans for revising, to 

support you in the optimal presentation for this exciting and impactful publication. 

We have significantly streamlined the text and refocused it as a GA4GH position paper. The introduction 

now briefly defines federation and provides the basic rationale for its application in genomics. The body 

of paper focuses on trade-offs, that are highly dependent on how the flexible concept is practically 

implemented. We highlight relevant GA4GH standards throughout. We believe given the current focus, 

and reduced length (around 3000 words), the paper could be effectively presented as a Commentary.  

Reviewer #1  

The paper lays out the case for federation of data while acknowledging the value of existing data sharing 

relationships.  It sets up a framework for thinking about the variety of data and compute scenarios 

across the range of loose to deep federation -- a useful paradigm.  It offers GA4GH as a standard setting 

body without actually proposing any standards. 

The authors briefly address the issue of one-way sharing or lack of trust between partners, offering 

primarily the autonomy of the data owner as a solution.  In a world full of data breaches, system 

administrators are loathe to allow access by outsiders, particularly if outside code will be run (as was 

addressed on p19: ""There are also security issues about allowing external software into local 

computing environments.").  The paper raises the issue in several places without much in the way of 

concrete solutions.   



 

 

In the section “security” we clarify that there are security risks for data provider’s IT environments, but 

now add that these can be addressed through monitoring and airlocks.  

 

The cost of federation falls on the data host, but the benefits typically accrue to others.  The paper 

makes the point but does not really offer a solution.  What incentives can be built into federation that 

would motivate data-holders to allow access? 

In the section “incentives and sustainability” we now explicitly clarify that federation alone cannot 

address the incentives issue for data sharing. This is why it is most appropriate in contexts like national 

genomics initiatives where the organization has the mandate and resources to make data available. We 

do mention some of the modest benefits that come with greater ongoing control.  

The paper is a useful summary of ideas that have bandied about for along time. The argument that 

federation is a viable solution to problem of data silos would be strengthened by concrete examples of 

protocols that are working.  dbGaP is given as an example, but it is notorious for the difficulty faced by 

those attempting access. 

We are not currently able to identify models of federation with all of the characteristics we describe.   

-------------- 

comments on specific points 

p8.  scalability of "cloud commons" is in doubt.  genomic data is huge.  who pays for storage and 

download? 

To avoid confusion, we now refer to secure clouds instead of cloud commons. We present these as clouds 

that do not allow download. Still, hosting and user analyses can be costly. We do not aim to directly 

compare federation with secure clouds in this limited space. We now highlight in the section on 

“incentives and sustainability” that an advantage of federation is that costs may be naturally spread out 

more evenly across organizations.  

p9.  "Deeper levels of federation are possible between trusted groups, who can agree on 

common data access governance, greater technical interoperability, and benefit-sharing."  mentions 

trust, but does not address how to obtain it. 

Our general point is that federation does not depend in the first instance on this deep level of trust, and 

also that enabling federated analysis where users only have algorithmic access is both technically and 

organizationally challenging to achieve. However we do now mention that one way trust is achieved is 

through repeated interactions. (See section “Control over data”) 

The paper suggests standardization of metadata, formats and sharing protocols. This is important. but 

who imposes backward conversion? and pays for it?  e.g., the simple case of conversions between the 

two latest genome assemblies is already a barrier to many groups.   

The paper does address API-driven access as a possible solution for federating databases using disparate 

protocols or formats. 



 

 

 

This point is covered in our general section on incentives and sustainability. Federation alone does not 

address incentives issues. In our use case, it is clearly the nations / national initiatives who pay.  

"define stds" -- but does that means abandoning legacy data? 

Standards can be applied equally to legacy data, so we have not addressed this comment in text.   

p17.  "There are, however, very few laws that categorically prohibit the transmission of personal data 

outside institutions or across borders. It is rather that certain conditions have to be fulfilled." 

The section on what constitutes a true legal barrier has largely been removed. There is not a short 

section nuancing the consequences of federation for ethics and data protection compliance.  

China?  "but a permit can be obtained to do so"  are they in practice, granted? 

See above.  

" Under British Columbia's Public Sector Privacy Act, public bodies in the Canadian province face 

restrictions on the transfer of personal information outside the country, but can do so with the 

individual's consent." 

Individual consent is impossible to obtain in many cases -- either by original protocol design or the 

practical barriers for re-contact with patients. 

The short section on data protection and ethics highlights that federation may not get around consent 

requirements.  

p18 "The GA4GH is focusing on developing standards to make federation a possibility." 

It would be good if there were such standards being proposed in this paper. 

These are now highlighted in the main text, instead of in a separate table.  

p19. "While the initial aim of federation is to enable the sharing of data that cannot otherwise be 

shared, there is a function-creep risk that the availability of federation erodes the willingness of data 

holders to share through more open approaches." 

Interesting idea. 

--------------- 

nits: 

Paper uses "data" as both singular and plural -- at least once in the same sentence 

We have reviewed this for consistency.  

p7 v.s. >  vs. 

No longer in the text.  

 



 

 

p17 " Data transfers are rarely legally or technically impossible; rather, they are subject to high 

compliance or technical burdens mean that data transfer cannot be conducted in a timely and 

affordable manner." This sentence is difficult to understand. Does it mean: " Data transfers are rarely 

legally or technically impossible; rather, they are subject to high compliance costs or technical burdens 

mean that data transfer cannot be conducted in a timely and affordable manner."? 

No longer in the text.  

p19. "Federation retains some incentivizes"  >  incentives. 

Addressed. 

Reviewer #2:  

The paper seems to me to consist of two parts, which are quite independent. 

1. I would like to suggest that GA4GH come up with standard definitions of federation, develop use 

cases matching the definitions, and map the definitions and use cases to their current and emerging 

standards.  I think GA4GH is well positioned to do this and it would be very valuable to the community, 

and most welcome.  As pointed out in Table 1, the current and emerging GA4GH standards play a very 

important role in this process. Except for Table 1, I don't see this manuscript as contributing materially 

to this process. 

This comment has prompted much of our restructuring. We define federation in the introduction. With 

streamlining, we do not develop use cases, but instead we discuss different practical implementations 

and the associated trade-offs. Instead of Table 1, we include a section describing GA4GH standards 

needed for different implementations, and highlighting GA4GH’s community leadership role driving 

standards adoption. 

The GA4GH Federated Analysis Systems Project (FASP) is a step in this direction, as is the NIH Cloud 

Platform Interoperability (NCPI) Working Group, their definitions, and their use cases.   

While we mention FASP, we do not described detailed use cases in this shorter version, but rather 

practical implementations.  

2. I think the GA4GH recommendations regarding federation (Section II: To Federate or not to Federate) 

would make a good perspective piece, and would only require a few paragraphs of background about 

federation.  I think that would be an important contribution that GA4GH could make. In my opinion, 1) 

requires substantial work and effort by GA4GH before a ms can be prepared, but would be extremely 

valuable.   On the other hand 2) is ready now and is timely. 

See our general response to the editor. 

Here are more detailed comments about the ms. 

 

 



 

 

Page 4: The authors write: "The primary aim of this paper is to define a concrete vision for federation in 

the context of international genomic data sharing, highlighting both flexibility in the depth of 

implementation, and the central role technical standard-setting plays in its realization." 

Page 5: The authors write: "A second aim of this paper is to clarify the GA4GH position on when and how 

federation should be pursued." 

"Our key argument is that federation is a valuable complement to our existing data sharing methods, 

not a universal substitute (see Figure 1)." 

This are good aims, but I don't feel the paper has delivered on them. 

See our general response to the editor. 

Page 6. The distinction of the authors between data commons and cloud commons is not standard.  

Data commons can be configured to allow or disable downloads; many data commons support and even 

require that analysis take place within the cloud-based infrastructure; and, there are very different 

degrees of protection of when data is analyzed in clouds.  The authors are free to choose any names for 

different categories of data platforms, including "genomic cloud platforms", but they should carefully 

define them and distinguish them.  Also, they need to clarify, that just because data is analyzed within a 

cloud-based data platform, they are widely different approaches to security, compliance and egress 

controls.   

We now refer to data commons as the general category, that can have diverse designs such as central 

databases with central databases stored in secure clouds. The point on cloud diversity was well 

articulated by the reviewer and was added in the introduction.  

Page 6. I find Figure 1 confusing and misleading.  Many data commons harmonize data (that is analyze 

data centrally) and then permit further analysis either in a cloud platform or after downloading.   Many 

data commons also support large scale research.  Calling the idea of federation "new" ("Federation - 

new approach for national genomic initiatives") does not seem accurate to me. 

First we have updated the titles and descriptions in the Figure to address this comment. Second, we 

avoid the word “New” when describing federation.  

Page 6. Referring to data commons and cloud commons as the "Status Quo" also appears misleading to 

me, given the large amount of innovation and effort being devoted to these platforms.   As the authors 

point out, there has always been a mixture of centralization and federation in analysis in general, and 

genomic analysis in particular.  With the growing capabilities of cloud platforms and the growing sizes of 

genomics databases, this mixture is continuing to change. 

We avoid the term status quo, highlighting the flexibility and evolution of all models.  

Page 6: The authors write: "A cloud commons provides access not only to data, but also to methods, 

workflows, and computing resources."  If this is the definition the authors will be using in this paper, 

they should state this. 

We have nuanced our description of cloud commons in the introduction.  

 



 

 

Page 7. Since it is one of the aims of the paper to revisit federation and the GA4GH's role in providing 

supporting standards and recommendations for it, this material needs to be more carefully organized 

and presented, with definitions given for loose vs deep federation and vertical vs horizontal federation. 

We have removed the terms loose and deep federation. Instead we clarify that federation can involve 

different levels of organizational independence and security across a spectrum. And in turn different 

standards are needed. 

Presumably, this is the definition of "Loose federation": "Researchers seeking to integrate an analysis 

across multiple databases providing only remote access can still do so by requesting access to each 

resource individually. They can instruct software machines to run an analysis on each database they are 

authorized to access, and then pool the summary statistics. This "loose" form of federation essentially 

enables a form of individual participant data (IPD) meta-analysis..." (Page 7). If so, they should state this. 

We have removed the terms loose and deep federation. See rationale above.  

Page 7.  Last paragraph.   The GA4GH has done significant work on several different standards related to 

federation.  None of that is reflected in this paragraph, with sentences such as: "datasets are hosted 

behind secure firewalls at physically and organizationally distinct locations across a network." 

We have made more systematic mention of GA4GH standards throughout.  

Page 8.  The authors should either define deep federation, or if they prefer place loose and deep 

federation on a spectrum in a table or figure, and place the characteristics referenced in the appropriate 

place.  For example, "A unique characteristic of this deeper model of federation is that users are granted 

algorithmic—not direct—access to data. (Page 8)"   Here again the concept is ill-defined and language is 

imprecise.  Providing users algorithmic vs direct access to data is a very old concept, described in the 

references, cited and is present in multiple models of federation and distribution. 

We have removed the terms loose and deep federation. See rationale above.  

Page 9.  The authors write: "Federation and centralization can, and often do, co-exist in the same 

network of databases. Nodes in a network may themselves be made up of centralized databases pooled 

from multiple organizations, sometimes referred to as a hybrid network.10 It is even possible to 

federate already existing centralized databases or clouds hosting organizational, national, or regional 

data. The question of whether to federate or centralize can be answered differently at different layers 

within a network." … "Additionally, networks can choose to federate some aspects of data processing 

but not others. For example, a network can federate search, but still permit physical pooling for analysis. 

Different activities may, however, be practically interdependent: data discovered through a federated 

search will have more utility if that search is complemented by federated analysis." I agree with this 

analysis, but this points out the need to more carefully and thoughtfully structure the discussion on 

pages 4-9 of the ms. 

We now describe briefly the importance of “optimal” centralization as part of our section on “incentives 

and sustainability”. 

 



 

 

We have removed a lot of the content on flexibility of implementation, but we still make brief mention in 

the “security” section.  

The authors should make clear that all the approaches to federation are standard and not new, and the 

(important) contribution of GA4GH is to develop community consensus and put in place standards that 

can contribute to different approaches to federation as Table 1 illustrates. 

As mentioned above, we no longer refer to federation as “new”, but rather as an alternative. Our final 

sections highlight the importance of both GA4GH leadership and standards that support flexible 

implementations.  

Pages 10-12.  Figure 2.  This figure needs work.   Presumably "Data Visiting" means the user logs into 

each system separately, analyzes the data, downloads the data, and analyzes the downloaded data.  

Presumably, there is some degree of standardization / commonality horizontally across blue boxes with 

the same name.  I'm not sure I would call the different sub-figures "models," since that seems to imply 

that there are only three different models of federation, vs all the differences that arise combinatorially, 

as different horizontal and vertical federation choices are made. 

Figure 2 has been removed. The original figure conflated the concept of access control with the concept 

of secure access. These concepts are now clarified in the text (see sections “control” and “security”).  

Pages 15-17 - Section II: To Federate or not to Federate 

This is a nice summary of whether to federate or not to federate and would make a good perspective 

piece. 

 

Reviewer #3:  

This paper discusses the use of federation and for large scale joint data analysis. It posits that clinical 

genomic testing will become an increasingly large and important source of genomic data in the future, 

which is likely correct. Given the careful natures in which clinical data are regulated, the need to 

federated data analyses - already very important in genomic analysis - will become increasingly 

important to harness the ability to "learn something from every patient". 

A real strength of this paper is a discussion of when to use federation for data analysis. It is noted 

appropriately that federation should [not] be adopted universally, but only when exchange of data is not 

otherwise possible.  

An important downside of federation that could be strengthened is that federation can make data look 

artificially comparable through the process of standardization. For instance, variability in how a data 

element was collected can be obscured when mapping to a common vocabulary. In addition, federation 

often proceeds via meta-analysis and sometimes the row-level data is not visible. This further obscured 

the variability in the underlying data. 



 

 

This data quality issue is an important point for data sharing generally. It is a bit beyond our focus on the 

comparative advantages/disadvantages of federation. In our “data utility” section we now mention that 

federation’s limited access to data may exacerbate general data science challenges.  

Another consideration for data sharing: Given that the context of this paper largely is around the 

massive growth of clinical genomic datasets, another avenue for data sharing that could be discussed in 

the paper is via the patient/participant themselves. Technologies like patient portal-based downloads 

using common standards such as FHIR allow for patient-driven research. This is being seen in some 

COVID networks, All of Us, and in the past for BRCA. EHR certification for common data will make this 

increasingly common, and the Sync4Genes effort is a step in a common exchange format.  

This is out of scope, as our discussion is agnostic to how genomic projects obtain their data.  

In addition, networks like Health Information Exchanges, which currently rely primarily on purely clinical 

data, could expand to share (clinical) genomic data for clinical uses. One could imagine HIEs could adopt 

research use cases as well. 

We already mention the opportunities for genomic models to align with healthcare ones in our 

conclusion. 

Another minor addition to the paper would be to note that HIPAA allows for sharing of identified data as 

part of treatment, payment, and operations already, without consent. Such sharing could result in large, 

shared datasets of genomic data at certain clinical or payment-oriented entities within the US. Notably, 

however, research use cases are not allowed without de-identification, patient consent, or an IRB-

approved research study that could exempt the study's need for consent. 

The consent/ethics review aspects here are addressed in our shorter section on data protection and 

ethics. For simplicity we focus mainly on research re-use and we do not address all the regulatory 

complexities of different re-use purposes.  

Another challenge to recognize with federation, primarily, over centralized research data is the need to 

invoke a protocol for deduplication. This can be challenging in any circumstance, but it is harder in 

federated datasets. There is great work with privacy preserving data linkage processes, however, that 

can enable deduplication and linkage of otherwise-firewalled data sets. 

We now mention this in the data utility section.  

Minor feedback: 

Summary: define "GA4GH" at first use 

Done.  

Page 7, paragraph three. "deeper levels of federation or possible between trusted groups" -- one would 

argue one benefit of federation is that you can have a lower bar of trust between entities. One just 



 

 

needs to agree on common data, Interoperability, and access standards in many cases, and federated 

entities can employ their own trust verification processes. 

Mentioned in data control section.  

Figure 2 - Could this figure be adapted to show the role of common data standards as well? For instance, 

you could use different colors or different shapes to represent the change from raw data to a curated 

data set that could be commonly searched an analyzed. 

Figure 2 was removed - see rationale above.  

In Table 1, there are a handful of abbreviations and references that could be defined. 

Table 1 was removed. We have paid attention to abbreviations in the text.  

Another small point was the use of the word "physical" for the movement of data and where it resides. 

We have removed this term and now refer to “data transmission” for clarity.  

_____________ 

 

 

 

Referee reports, second round of review 
 
Reviewer #1: The paper has become a general but somewhat vague endorsement of federation as a 
concept. Figure 1 shows several data models, but no caption to describe the differences among the three 

data-access models. The text of the paper dives right into touting the advantages of federation without a 
concise description of the alternatives. 
 

The paper offers a summary of the considerations for adopting a federated approach to data sharing, but 
does not really offer verymuch that has not been said before. 
 

-------------- 
 
comments on specific points 

 
 
p4 of 11. Figure 1. Blue arrows could be labelled "Raw data transmission"? In the center example, one 

presumes that some summary data are transmitted back to the user? The absense of a "Data transmission" 
blue arrow there looks like no data at all are returned. Also, in the center section, is the dotted line on the 
yellow arrow significant? Is there is difference btw the data barrel in the left panel and the cloud in the 

center? 
 
 
p7-8 of 11. 

 
"The GA4GH File Formats provide standard structures for genomic 
data. The GA4GH Phenotype Ontology provides a semantic ontology for expressing phenotypic 

data." 
 
I do not think it is appropriate to label file formats as "GA4GH" when most file formats in use in genomics 



 

 

were developed and in common use weel before the inception of GA4GH. Similarly, HPO, at least, predates 
GA4GH. 

 
 
--------------- 

nits: 
 
p5 of 11. 

 
"This gives them greater 
flexibility to withdraw (certain kinds) of access at a later time," 

 
misplaced parens. should be: 
 
This gives them greater 

flexibility to withdraw (certain kinds of) access at a later time, 
 
 

p7 of 11. 
 
"This general problem that cannot be resolved simply by adopting federation." 

 
is missing a verb: 
 

This is a general problem that cannot be resolved simply by adopting federation. 
OR 
This general problem cannot be resolved simply by adopting federation. 

? 
 
p8-9 of 11. 

 
"While we focus on connecting national genomics initiatives, they considerations 
may also inform federation strategies in other contexts." 

 
"these considerations" maybe ?? 
 

 
 
 

Reviewer #2: 
 
Comments on Revised Version 
 

I think the revised paper address the concerns raised below well and the community would benefit from 
seeing it published. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 



 

 

 

Author response to the second round of review 
 

Response to Editor and Reviewers: 

Regarding the helpful editorial text and comments in the manuscript document, we have accepted most 

of your in text edits and elaborated where requested.  

First we address the general comments, that include continuing to question the clarity in the focus and 

messaging, and not having provided new or clear arguments that federation is a workable situation. 

Clarity and Novelty 

We have sharpened the focus of the Commentary. We have clarified the arguments throughout. The 

introduction has been reordered and now includes a short summary of our key points. We also accept 

your suggestion to focus the summary on a short definition, conditions where federation is appropriate, 

and the suitability of federation for connecting national initiatives. We have also simplified terminology 

and provided clear in text definitions of the remaining key terms (e.g., data provider, federated 

approaches to data sharing; federated search, federated analysis). We clarify the scope of the analysis 

applies to all genomic and health-related databases, while highlighting that a federated approach to 

connect national genomics initiatives is a convincing use case, one that we clearly recommend. We have 

clarified the standards section, distinguishing when standards are generic for data sharing, or are more 

specifically important for federation. We use the Marker Paper as a general reference. 

Rather than novelty, the paper aims to provide a concise, practical summary. It aims not to present new 

arguments per se, but to align community views and promote a shared understanding of practical 

aspects of implementation and the implications of different federated approaches. If anything, we agree 

with the reviewer that federated approaches are hard to achieve, and caution they should only be 

adopted where necessary, with a clear implementation plan, and where there are mandates and 

resources to share in this way.  

Authorship 

One important comment was on authorship, where you requested clarification as to whether our 

reference to “on behalf of the GA4GH Steering Committee” meant that this committee was the author, 

or one of the authors. We have decided to remove “on behalf of the GA4GH Steering Committee” from 

after the authorship list. This was initially intended to indicate endorsement not authorship. We see 

now that this was not entirely clear in our first submission. We feel it would not be appropriate at this 

late stage to introduce the broader group as authors. Even the Marker Paper was authored by a list of 

individuals rather than by all members of the Steering Committee, so it would be strange to adopt this 

approach in the context of this practical guidance Commentary. We do acknowledge the SC for 

contributing to the conceptualization of the article, as this began as a SC discussion and mandate. 



 

 

Terms and Definitions 

You request clarity on terms and definitions. We have removed unnecessary or vague terms (e.g., data 

commons, organization), and used other terms consistently (federated approaches (to data sharing); 

data provider). Important terms we define clearly in text when first used (e.g., federated approaches, 

data provider, federated search, federated analysis). We have not introduced a definitions section, as 

we felt this would unnecessarily interrupt the flow of the article. We clarify in the first sentences and 

with a reference to the Marker Paper that national initiatives are national-scale genomic sequencing 

initiatives. We now avoid the vague term organization, and refer consistently to data providers and data 

users (defined in the introduction).  

 

Re-organization 

You requested some reorganization to highlight key points. We have revised the order of paragraphs in 

the introduction as suggested. We have tried to bring out the message that federated approaches are 

useful, necessary and feasible for connecting national genomics initiatives, as a blueprint for national 

networks. We now introduce the FAIR principles and their relation to standards early in the paper. We 

have split up incentives/sustainability into 2 sections, and distilled the messages there. We have 

included mention of DUO in federated contexts. We cite the CanDIG paper, but not the Passports paper 

(which we assume will be referred to in the Marker paper.  

Box 1 and Figure 1 

 

There were also some comments concerning Box 1 and Figure 1. We have added a descriptive caption 

for Figure 1, and we have also updated the terms and images as suggested by the reviewer. We have 

removed the descriptive Box 1 and integrated the content into the text, as the Box appeared to be 

missing important context and did not stand alone.  

 

Commentary Format 

The formatting has been adjusted to meet the Commentary format. The summary has been cut and the 

overall length as well to meet these requirements. References are under 15, and now include refs to 

companion GA4GH papers. We have introduced website links and a website section at the end to refer 

to certain initiatives and standards. We have provided the requested companion files and declarations 

of interest form and manuscript disclosures from all authors.  

Response to Reviewers 

Our response to reviewer comments are below in italics.  

Reviewers’ Comments: 



 

 

Reviewer #1: The paper has become a general but somewhat vague endorsement of federation as a 

concept. Figure 1 shows several data models, but no caption to describe the differences among the 

three data-access models. The text of the paper dives right into touting the advantages of federation 

without a concise description of the alternatives. 

 

We have provided a caption for the Figure, describing the different approaches. 

 

The paper offers a summary of the considerations for adopting a federated approach to data sharing, 

but does not really offer very much that has not been said before. 

 

Please see our comment above about novelty.  

 

-------------- 

 

comments on specific points 

 

 

p4 of 11. Figure 1. Blue arrows could be labelled "Raw data transmission"? In the center example, one 

presumes that some summary data are transmitted back to the user? The absense of a "Data 

transmission" blue arrow there looks like no data at all are returned. Also, in the center section, is the 

dotted line on the yellow arrow significant? Is there is difference btw the data barrel in the left panel 

and the cloud in the center? 

 

We have added a caption and updated the Figure to address these points.  

 

p7-8 of 11. 

 

"The GA4GH File Formats provide standard structures for genomic 

data. The GA4GH Phenotype Ontology provides a semantic ontology for expressing phenotypic 

data." 

 

I do not think it is appropriate to label file formats as "GA4GH" when most file formats in use in 

genomics were developed and in common use weel before the inception of GA4GH. Similarly, HPO, at 

least, predates GA4GH. 

 

We now clarify the provenance of the standards.  

 

--------------- 

nits:  

 

p5 of 11. 



 

 

 

"This gives them greater 

flexibility to withdraw (certain kinds) of access at a later time," 

 

misplaced parens. should be: 

 

This gives them greater 

flexibility to withdraw (certain kinds of) access at a later time, 

 

Addressed. 

 

p7 of 11. 

 

"This general problem that cannot be resolved simply by adopting federation." 

 

is missing a verb: 

 

This is a general problem that cannot be resolved simply by adopting federation. 

OR 

This general problem cannot be resolved simply by adopting federation. 

? 

 

Addressed 

 

p8-9 of 11. 

 

"While we focus on connecting national genomics initiatives, they considerations 

may also inform federation strategies in other contexts." 

 

"these considerations" maybe ?? 

 

Addressed. 

 

Reviewer #2:  

 

Comments on Revised Version 

 

I think the revised paper address the concerns raised below well and the community would benefit from 

seeing it published. 

 

Nothing to address here.  
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